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"Mandy Gelling-Potharst gives "The Fall - Season 1" a 8.5."

Written by Mandy Gelling-Potharst on 26 May 2014.
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The Fall - Season 1

A news item on MySeries.tv made me discover 'The Fall'. It only consists of five hour-long episodes, which I could watch in two days. Unfortunately, I'll have to wait a while for the second season, because BBC 2 delivered an excellent first season. 
 
 'The Fall' tells the story of two different kinds of hunters. One is the brilliant Detective Superintendent Stella Gibson, portrayed by a stunning and ice-cold Gillian Anderson ('The X-Files'). And the other is serial killer Paul Spector, portrayed by Jamie Dornan ('Once Upon a Time'). Spector's playground is in Belfast and Gibson is asked to help with the investigation. Soon, Gibson discovers that Belfast isn't all nice and cosy. The tiniest thing can escalate to something huge and then even the police isn't safe from the frantic crowd. 
 
 When Gibson discovers a link between three murdered young women, the hunt on Spector has started. Spector is not only a serial killer, but also a grief counsellor. In addition, he is married and a father of two. The way he shares his 'booty' with his daughter is scary and touching at the same time. The way he uses his daughter's room is also incomprehensible. But apparently, he does love his family. Nevertheless, his actions as a serial killer, but also as a father and husband are disgusting and seem raw and heartless to me. 
 
 'The Fall' impressed me very much. The ice-cold, nearly expressionless detective Gibson is particularly brilliant for an environment like Belfast. The somewhat nonchalant, insensitive Spector is a perfect addition to Gibson. Their lives are portrayed in a way which makes it seem as if they're linked to each other. The calmness and serenity which the series radiates, are quite different from the hectics of finding the serial killer and the dangerous circumstances in Belfast. Both main characters guarantee five hours of viewing pleasure. They know how to cope with a script and turn it into a wonderful cat-and-mouse game. 
 
 The open ending allows enough space for the previously announced second season. 
 
 8.5 points to a fascinating first season.


About author, Mandy Gelling-Potharst
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Mandy (1966) has been writing reviews, news and columns since 2013. In the meantime, writing and contributing ideas for MijnSerie has become a major hobby that she does not want to stop for the time being. She also made a weekly radio column on Roulette FM between 2016 and 2018 for the program Ochtend Oostrom with Peter Oostrom. From January 2019, the two started working together again by creating a MySeries Podcast once a month. And since September 2018 she is content manager. From March 1, 2020 she will be editor-in-chief of MijnSerie. The genre of series she watches is now so extensive that she can't say which genre, besides horror/thriller and everything about Sherlock Holmes, she likes best. All genres have something that appeals to her. She is always open to good tips about series that she does not yet have on her watch or wish list
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Next episode
No new episodes, series is terminated.
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Death and Other Details - Season 1
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Crime - Season 2
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Renegade Nell - First episode
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